NOTES:

2. THICKNESS: .007±.001.
3. SEE DETAIL FOR ASSY ORDER.
4. FOR ARTWORK SHOWN HERE SEE DWG# 20200.
5. DENOTE CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC FOR LOT INSPECTION.
6. RoHS COMPLIANT PER CST-0001 LATEST REVISION.
7. PRIOR TO ASSEMBLY, PRODUCTS SHALL BE STORED IN A COOL, DRY LOCATION IN ORIGINAL PACKAGING AT TEMPERATURES BELOW 40°C (104°F). UNDER THESE CONDITIONS THE SHELF LIFE IS INDEFINITE. THERMMATE PADS CAN BE PRE-APPLIED TO BASEPLATES OR HEAT SINKS WHICH ARE THEN SHIPPED TO A FINAL ASSEMBLY LOCATION, AS LONG AS THE TEMPERATURE DOES NOT EXCEED THE LEVEL INDICATED ABOVE.

DETAIL:
A. SPLIT RELEASE LINER.
B. ADHESIVE STRIP; .0025 THICK .188 WIDE.
C. ALUMINUM ALLOY 1145-0; .002 THICK.
D. PHASE CHANGE THERMAL COMPOUND; .001 THICK.
E. PHASE CHANGE THERMAL COMPOUND; .0005 THICK.

SECTION A-A

(VERTICAL THICKNESS IS NOT SHOWN TO SCALE)